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ABSTRACT

The upper-level potential vorticity (PV) structure plays a key role in the evolution of extratropical weather systems. PV is modified by nonconservative processes, such as cloud latent heating, radiative transfer, and turbulence. Using a Lagrangian method, material PV modification near the tropopause is attributed to specific parameterized processes in the global model of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). In a case study, several flow features identified in a vertical section across an extratropical cyclone experienced strong PV modification. In particular clear-air turbulence at the jet stream is found to be a relevant process (i) for the PV structure of an upper-level front–jet system, corroborating previous observation-based findings of turbulent PV generation; (ii) for the purely turbulent decay of a tropopause fold, identified as an effective process of stratosphere–troposphere exchange; and (iii) in the ridge, where the Lagrangian accumulated turbulent PV modification exhibits a distinct vertical pattern, potentially impacting the strength of the tropopause inversion layer. In contrast, cloud processes affect the near-tropopause PV structure above a warm conveyor belt outflow in the ridge and above cold-sector convection. In agreement with previous studies, radiative PV production dominates in regions with an anomalously low tropopause, where both radiation and convection act to increase the vertical PV gradient across the tropopause. The particular strengths of the Lagrangian diagnostic are that it connects prominent tropopause structures with nonconservative PV modification along the flow and that it quantifies the relative importance of turbulence, radiation, and cloud processes for these modifications.

1. Introduction

The dynamics of extratropical weather systems are substantially affected by heating and cooling due to diabatic processes, such as cloud latent heat release and radiative transfer, as well as by turbulent mixing and friction. This applies from the mesoscale to the large scale, including fronts (e.g., Parker and Thorpe 1995; Lackmann 2002; Igel and van den Heever 2014), cyclones (e.g., Stoeinga 1996; Rossa et al. 2000; Adamson et al. 2006), and Rossby waves (e.g., Grams et al. 2011; Joos and Forbes 2016). Diagnosing and quantifying the systematic effects of diabatic processes on the dynamics is subject to ongoing research (e.g., Hardy et al. 2017; Búeler and Pfahl 2017; Crezee et al. 2017; Saffin et al. 2017). Since these processes occur on small scales, they are not explicitly resolved in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models and are instead represented by parameterizations. Uncertainties in these parameterizations significantly contribute to model error in NWP (e.g., Leutbecher et al. 2017).

A useful quantity to concisely describe atmospheric dynamics is, because of its invertibility property, potential vorticity (PV; Hoskins et al. 1985). It is materially conserved under adiabatic and frictionless flow conditions (Ertel 1942), while diabatic heating as well as any
nonconservative forces cause material changes of PV along air parcel trajectories. From a modeling perspective, all parameterized subgrid processes that alter either temperature or momentum of the resolved flow (in the following termed nonconservative processes) materially modify PV. This property renders PV a valuable tool in relating subgrid processes to dynamics on the grid scale. Nonconservative processes can modify the PV structure either directly by causing material PV change (direct effect) or indirectly by affecting the flow in the vicinity of materially modified PV (cf. invertibility, “indirect effect”). This study focuses on the direct effect and considers the budget of PV changes along air parcel trajectories. In comparison to investigating instantaneous Eulerian fields, this approach has proven advantageous in explaining the generation of PV anomalies (e.g., Stoelinga 1996; Chagnon et al. 2013; Creze et al. 2017), since instantaneously created PV anomalies are advected by the flow quickly (e.g., Tory et al. 2012). Other widely used methods to quantify the impact of nonconservative processes on the dynamics include model sensitivity experiments (e.g., Dearden et al. 2016) and PV inversion (e.g., Davis and Emanuel 1991).

The large-scale evolution of the upper-level flow as well as baroclinic development of extratropical cyclones is strongly determined by the near-tropopause PV. The tropopause (here defined as the 2-PVU isosurface; 1 PVU = 10^-6 K kg^-1 m^2 s^-1) is marked by a sharp isentropic increase of PV and the isentropic PV gradient exhibits a large, very localized maximum near the tropopause (Davies and Rossa 1998), which acts as a waveguide for propagating Rossby waves (Martius et al. 2010). This waveguide can be severely influenced by disturbances on its poleward and equatorward side, where the latter typically involve diabatic processes, for instance related to warm conveyor belts (WCBs). These are strongly ascending airstreams in extratropical cyclones that experience intense cloud latent heating (Browning 1986; Wernli and Davies 1997) and have been shown to create upper-level negative PV anomalies in their outflow, both via the “direct effect” and the “indirect effect” (e.g., Pomroy and Thorpe 2000; Grams et al. 2011). Also, longwave radiative cooling, which is typically strong at humidity gradients at the tropopause, can produce PV anomalies there and, for instance, lead to the intensification of tropopause polar vortices (Cavallo and Hakim 2012). Additionally, clear-air turbulence and diffusive mixing are found frequently in the vicinity of the jet stream and upper-level fronts (Jaeger and Sprenger 2007), where these processes can produce PV anomalies and alter the tropopause structure (Staley 1960; Shapiro 1976). By materially changing PV, nonconservative processes also enable stratosphere–troposphere exchange (STE; Stohl et al. 2003). Various studies have identified turbulence (Shapiro 1980), convection (Reid and Vaughan 2004), radiation (Zierl and Wirth 1997), and cloud latent heating (Gray 2006) as relevant processes for STE.

Model studies employing a PV tracer technique revealed that subgrid processes directly impact the structure of near-tropopause PV in NWP models. Chagnon et al. (2013) and Chagnon and Gray (2015) found that a combination of radiative cooling and WCB-related latent heating can produce a dipole of diabatically increased (decreased) PV above (below) the tropopause in troughs related to extratropical cyclones. They emphasized that this near-tropopause effect of diabatic processes may affect Rossby wave propagation. Based on the same technique, Saffin et al. (2017) demonstrated that subgrid processes in an NWP model systematically act to sharpen the vertical PV contrast across the dynamical tropopause. The insight that parameterized processes modify the tropopause is of particular interest in light of findings by Gray et al. (2014), who demonstrated that the isentropic PV gradient at the waveguide systematically decreases with forecast lead time in several NWP models.

The present study assesses the direct impact of subgrid processes on PV near the extratropical tropopause in the state-of-the-art NWP model of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) using the Lagrangian method introduced by Creze et al. (2017). The method employs backward trajectories to attribute nonconservative PV changes to specific model parameterizations, which allows for detailed process studies, and is applied to a case study of the flow associated with an extratropical cyclone. The approach relies on a special version of the ECMWF model, which produces output of temperature and momentum tendencies from parameterized physics. The purpose is to identify regions near the tropopause that are affected by the individual model parameterizations, as well as the responsible mechanisms and relevant time scales.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the diagnostic methods used in this study. It is followed by a synoptic description of the case study in section 3. Section 4 presents a general discussion of the structure of PV modification by nonconservative processes in a vertical section across the cyclone and the associated downstream ridge, while section 5 discusses the role of individual nonconservative processes for selected upper-level PV features and places them into context of previous studies. Finally, in section 6 the results and implications are summarized.
2. Methodology

PV modification is analyzed in a case study of an extratropical cyclone and the accompanying upper-level flow. The case is simulated with the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) of the ECMWF. Lagrangian diagnostics based on offline trajectory calculations are applied to evaluate the role of nonconservative processes for the PV distribution, with a focus on the near-tropopause region.

a. Model

The IFS model version used in this study, cycle 43R1, was operational at the ECMWF from November 2016 to July 2017. The dynamical core of the model is hydrostatic, semi-implicit, semi-Lagrangian, and applies spectral transforms between gridpoint space (where the physical parameterizations and advection are calculated) and spectral space (to solve the governing equations of motion). In the vertical the model is discretized using a finite-element scheme with hybrid pressure–sigma levels (ECMWF 2016a). For the forecast used in this study, the model is run on 137 vertical levels and with a cubic spectral truncation of TCo639, corresponding to a global average horizontal grid spacing of 18 km. The evaluation is based on hourly output fields on model levels, horizontally interpolated to a regular grid with a resolution of 0.25°.

The model includes a set of parameterizations, evaluated in grid space and representing, among others, microphysical processes in large-scale clouds, moist convection, radiation, surface exchange, subgrid-scale turbulent transport, and orographic and nonorographic gravity wave drag. A brief outline of the parameterizations is given below and more details can be found in ECMWF (2016b).

Clouds and large-scale precipitation are parameterized with prognostic equations for cloud liquid, cloud ice, rain, and snow water contents and a subgrid fractional cloud cover (Forbes and Tompkins 2011; Forbes and Ahlgrimm 2014). The scheme is an advanced version of the parameterizations originally developed by Tiedtke (1993). The parameterization of moist convection is based on the mass flux approach and represents deep, shallow, and midlevel (elevated) convection (Tiedtke 1989; Bechtold et al. 2008). The radiation scheme performs computations of the shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes based on the Rapid Radiation Transfer Model (Mlawer et al. 1997; Iacono et al. 2008) and accounts for cloud–radiation interactions using the Monte Carlo independent-column approximation method (Morcrette et al. 2008).

The turbulent diffusion scheme represents the vertical exchange of heat, momentum, and moisture through subgrid-scale turbulence. In the surface layer, it is coupled to the surface-exchange scheme (Viterbo and Beljaars 1995) and the turbulent fluxes are calculated using a first-order K-diffusion closure based on the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory. Above the surface layer, in the boundary layer and free troposphere, a K-diffusion turbulence closure is used, except for the well-mixed part of unstable boundary layers where an eddy-diffusivity mass flux framework is applied to represent the nonlocal boundary layer eddy fluxes (Siebesma et al. 2007; Köhler et al. 2011). In the free troposphere, the Richardson number–dependent mixing can be significant where there is large vertical shear associated with the upper-tropospheric jet. The turbulent diffusion scheme includes parameterizations to represent turbulent orographic form drag in the lower atmosphere induced by unresolved orography (Beljaars et al. 2004) as well as drag due to orographic flow blocking and absorption and reflection of orographic gravity waves (Lott and Miller 1997). A non-orographic gravity wave drag scheme accounts for the effects of unresolved gravity waves from tropospheric sources such as convection, fronts, and shear zones. This acts as a drag on the flow where the gravity waves break in the stratosphere and mesosphere (Orr et al. 2010).

b. Physical tendencies and PV modification

The material evolution of PV [i.e., the PV rate (PVR)] is given by (Hoskins et al. 1985)

\[
PVR = \frac{D}{Dt} PV = \frac{1}{\rho} (\mathbf{\nabla} \cdot Q + \nabla \times \mathbf{F} \cdot \nabla \theta),
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \(\rho\) is the density of air, \(\mathbf{\eta}\) the absolute vorticity, \(\theta\) the potential temperature, \(Q = D\theta/Dt\) the diabatic heating, and \(PV = (1/\rho)(\mathbf{\eta} \cdot \nabla \theta)\). The three-dimensional vector \(\mathbf{F}\) denotes nonconservative forces (i.e., friction, diffusive, and turbulent processes), represented in the IFS by parameterizations.

In addition to the standard output of the IFS simulation, hourly three-dimensional fields of all instantaneous temperature tendencies, \((\partial T/\partial t)_{\text{phys}}\), and tendencies of horizontal wind speed (in the following referred to as momentum tendencies), \((\partial u/\partial t)_{\text{phys}}\) and \((\partial v/\partial t)_{\text{phys}}\), from the parameterized physics are archived. The diabatic temperature tendencies are converted to tendencies of potential temperature, which correspond to the diabatic heating \(Q\) in Eq. (1). In the IFS, the parameterized physics only contribute to tendencies (i.e., acceleration and deceleration) of horizontal momentum, \(u\) and \(v\). Thus we obtain a forcing vector \(\mathbf{F}\) with a vanishing vertical component:
The total PV tendency \[ \text{Eq. (1)} \] is given by shortwave radiative heating and cooling, denoted by (iv) PV tendencies due to parameterized longwave and the large-scale cloud scheme, denoted by PVR\(_{\text{ls}}\); (ii) PV tendencies due to heating and cooling from processes. We consider four contributions to the total PV tendency according to the parameterizations as follows: (i) PV tendencies due to heating and cooling from the large-scale cloud scheme, denoted by PVR\(_{\text{ls}}\); (ii) PV tendencies resulting from temperature and momentum tendencies from the convection scheme, denoted by PVR\(_{\text{conv}}\); (iii) the same for the sum of the vertical diffusion scheme and the parameterizations of drag on the flow due to subgrid orography and nonorographic gravity wave breaking (collectively referred to as turbulence parameterizations), denoted by PVR\(_{\text{turb}}\); and (iv) PV tendencies due to parameterized longwave and shortwave radiative heating and cooling, denoted by PVR\(_{\text{rad}}\). The total PV tendency [Eq. (1)] is given by the sum of the four tendencies: PVR\(_{\text{tot}}\) = PVR\(_{\text{ls}}\) + PVR\(_{\text{conv}}\) + PVR\(_{\text{turb}}\) + PVR\(_{\text{rad}}\). Throughout the remainder of this article, we refer to the physical parameterizations simply as “processes” and, for example, to the effects of the turbulence parameterizations as “effects of turbulence” (analog wording for the other parameterizations).

c. Lagrangian diagnostics

To explain the origin of PV anomalies and to attain insight into the role of individual processes in modifying PV over a certain time period, we consider the history of air parcels and the accumulated effect of nonconservative processes on the PV of air parcels along their path rather than instantaneous PV tendencies. While Stoelinga (1996), Gray (2006), and Chagnon et al. (2013), for instance, applied a PV tracer technique for this purpose, our method follows the conceptually similar trajectory-based reverse domain filling approach of Crezee et al. (2017).

Backward trajectories are computed offline with the Lagrangian Analysis Tool (LAGRANTO; Wernli and Davies 1997; Sprenger and Wernli 2015), based on hourly wind fields, with starting points on a horizontal grid with 0.25° spacing, on vertical levels every 10 hPa between 1000 and 150 hPa. The starting time of a trajectory \( t_0 \) is the chronologically last point along a backward trajectory. The nonconservative PV tendencies are traced along the trajectories, again based on the hourly output fields. For each point on the three-dimensional trajectory starting grid, we compute three Lagrangian diagnostics: the accumulated PV, the advective PV, and the net change of PV, to be defined in this section. These diagnostics each construct a three-dimensional Eulerian field.

For an air parcel trajectory following the curve \( \mathbf{x}(t) \), the accumulated PV (APV) that the air parcel has experienced in the time interval \([t, t_0]\) is given by the integral of instantaneous PV rates along the trajectory,

\[
\text{APV}[\mathbf{x}(t_0), t] = \int_t^{t_0} \text{PVR}[\mathbf{x}(\tau), \tau] \, d\tau, \tag{2}
\]

with \( t < t_0 \) for backward trajectories. This integral is approximated by the sum of all tendencies along the trajectory at discretized hourly time steps (\( \Delta t = 1 \) h):

\[
\text{APV}[\mathbf{x}(t_0), t_n] = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \text{PVR}[\mathbf{x}(t_k), t_k] \Delta t, \tag{3}
\]

with \( t_k = t_0 - k \Delta t \). APV is computed for each process \( i-iv \) defined in section 2b separately and the budget of the individual APV of each process yields the total accumulated PV:

\[
\text{APV}_\text{tot} = \text{APV}_\text{ls} + \text{APV}_\text{conv} + \text{APV}_\text{turb} + \text{APV}_\text{rad}. \tag{4}
\]

Additionally, the reverse domain filling technique is applied to compute the conserved, advective PV (\( \text{PV}_{\text{adv}} \)) at each point [similar to the approach by Wirth and Egger (1999)], by projecting the PV value of the air parcel at an earlier time \( t \) to the position of the backward trajectory at \( t_0 \) (i.e., the starting point). The PV that has been conservatively advected to the point \( \mathbf{x}(t_0) \) in the time interval from \( t \) to \( t_0 \) is given by

\[
\text{PV}_{\text{adv}}[\mathbf{x}(t_0), t] = \text{PV}[\mathbf{x}(t), t]. \tag{5}
\]

This quantity conceptually corresponds to the so-called advection-only PV tracer of, for example, Gray (2006) and Chagnon et al. (2013).

The net change of PV (\( \Delta \text{PV} \)) is the difference between the absolute PV (i.e., the actual PV field) and the advective PV:

\[
\Delta \text{PV}[\mathbf{x}(t_0), t] = \text{PV}[\mathbf{x}(t_0), t] - \text{PV}_{\text{adv}}[\mathbf{x}(t_0), t]. \tag{6}
\]

Similarly, the absolute PV equals the sum of the advective PV, the total accumulated PV, and a residual (RES):

\[
\text{PV} = \text{PV}_{\text{adv}} + \text{PV}_\text{tot} + \text{RES} = \text{PV}_{\text{adv}} + \Delta \text{PV}. \tag{7}
\]

The left-hand equation corresponds to Eq. (4) of Crezee et al. (2017).

Note that theoretically the residual should vanish and APV should equal \( \Delta \text{PV} \) along a trajectory. However, those ideal conditions are not met in model studies, as further discussed in section 4b.
3. Synoptic description of the case study

A forecast of a North Atlantic extratropical cyclone was performed, initialized from the ECMWF analysis at 1200 UTC 4 February 2017. From a state of an initially zonal upper-level jet over the North Atlantic, a strong surface cyclone develops off the North American coast, crosses the North Atlantic, and reaches its maximum intensity on 6 February south of Iceland. As the cyclone intensifies, the upper-level trough strengthens, while an upper-level ridge develops downstream, shown by the PV distribution on the 320-K isentropic level (Fig. 1a). The outflow of a WCB associated with the cyclone is located within the ridge (not shown). Downstream, the ridge is flanked by a broad PV streamer extruding into the western Mediterranean. At lower levels, the cyclone exhibits a frontal T-bone structure with a warm front and a cold front perpendicular to each other, both associated with narrow bands of positive PV anomalies at 850 hPa (Fig. 1b).

In the remainder of the study, the structure of several upper-level PV features and the contribution of nonconservative processes to the evolution of these features are investigated. The case study is evaluated in a zonal cross section south of the cyclone center, along 48°N (as indicated by the black line AB in Fig. 1) at 0000 UTC 6 February 2017 (i.e., 36 h after the initialization time of the forecast), when the surface cyclone is fully developed and upper-level ridge building has commenced. In the following, this time is referred to as reference time $t_0$. The vertical cross section, shown in Fig. 2a, exhibits several upper-level PV features that are representative of the synoptic system at this stage. Similar PV features are commonly found in association with baroclinic waves in general. The western part of the section crosses the upper-level trough where the tropopause is low and slightly folded above the surface cold front. The upper-level ridge appears as an elevated tropopause between 20° and 5°W and is flanked downstream by a northerly 70 m s$^{-1}$ jet streak associated with a strong isentropic PV gradient and a tilted tropopause fold (note that in this cross section the elongated PV filament referred to as tropopause fold is detached from the stratospheric reservoir). The vertical wind shear zones above and below the jet core are characterized by a low Richardson number and exhibit clear-air turbulence (not shown).

4. PV modification

a. Net Lagrangian PV change

The Lagrangian PV diagnostics defined in section 2c depend on the integration time along the trajectories. For the following analysis we choose a backward integration time of 24 h. The nonconservative PV structures we find do not change significantly for longer integration times up to 36 h. A first qualitative assessment of the effect of nonconservative processes on the PV is made by comparing the absolute PV field at $t_0$ (Fig. 2a) and the 24-h advective PV (PV$_{adv}$; Fig. 2b). For reference, the black contour in Fig. 2b shows the dynamical tropopause (2-PVU contour) with respect to the absolute PV, while the 2-PVU contour of the advective PV field (in the following termed advective tropopause) is indicated in dark red. Overall, the fields of absolute and advective PV are very similar and in most parts of the cross section both tropopause contours match closely. The low- and midlevel PV anomalies associated with the surface fronts are not present in the advective PV field (Fig. 2b), illustrating their purely diabatic origin. Below the trough near 30°W and west of the surface cold front, the upper-tropospheric absolute PV is much smaller than the advective PV, leading to an increased vertical PV gradient across the tropopause compared to the advective field. The difference between the actual and the advective tropopause contours indicates that
STE has occurred in this region, since air masses located between the two contours must have crossed the tropopause within the past 24 h. The vertical gradient of the absolute PV is also increased where the tropopause is low in the streamer east of 0°; here the absolute PV additionally has a local maximum immediately above the tropopause. In contrast, in the eastern part of the ridge the tropopause is sharper in the advective PV. In the downstream tropopause fold, the advective PV values are notably larger than the absolute PV values and the PV filaments are connected to the stratosphere. Additionally, the differences in the PV fields indicate that STE has occurred in the tropopause fold. The tropopause fold is a consistent feature occupying the entire flank of the ridge.

Figure 2c shows the net PV change, $\Delta PV$ [Eq. (6)], and highlights regions where PV modification has occurred. In the troposphere, it is mainly positive at lower levels and negative at upper levels. The amplitude of the net PV change is largest in the vicinity of the tropopause and in the lowermost stratosphere, where it reaches values of up to 3 PVU in 24 h. The relative change of PV, however, is not stronger than at lower levels, since the absolute PV values are much larger. Also note that vertical sections across other parts of the cyclone contain regions in the lower troposphere where $\Delta PV > 3$ PVU, especially in the cyclone center (not shown). Where the tropopause has a low elevation (in the trough to the west and the streamer to the east of the section), the net PV change tends to exhibit a dipole structure with an increase above and a decrease below the tropopause. Throughout the ridge, a vertical tripole pattern of net PV change is found across the tropopause and in the lowermost stratosphere. This pattern covers the entire ridge north of 45°N (not shown). In the stratospheric region on the cyclonic-shear side of the jet streak near 0°, a mesoscale feature with a considerably positive net PV change is found (also visible as a small positive PV anomaly in the absolute PV field in Fig. 2a), which is consistently present all along the eastern flank of the ridge (not shown).

The Lagrangian PV modification in the aforementioned tropopause features and the involved subgrid processes will be discussed in section 5.

b. Residual

As mentioned in section 2c, the total accumulated PV is only an approximation of the net PV change and a residual arises. The 24-h residual PV change [$RES = \Delta PV - APV_{tot}$; Eq. (7)] shown in Fig. 3a, is nonzero for the following reasons: (i) The dynamical core of the model does not explicitly conserve PV. Horizontal diffusion and implicit numerical diffusion in the advection scheme cause
PV changes, which are not explicitly captured by our method. Saffin et al. (2016) showed, based on a PV tracer technique, that this nonconservation of PV by the dynamical core can be on the same order of magnitude as the total accumulated PV in the Met Office Unified Model. (ii) Position errors arise in the offline trajectory calculations, based on hourly wind fields, and PV inaccuracies result from linear interpolation. (iii) Related to that, instantaneous physical tendencies at a temporal resolution of 1 h (archiving time step) are used, so it is implicitly assumed that the three-dimensional fields of the physical tendencies are representative for an entire hour, while the actual model time step is 12 min. This implies that, in our method, the effects of rapidly changing processes on time scales of one hour or less, such as convection and local turbulence, on PV are not necessarily well represented. An air parcel trajectory might, for instance, pass through a grid box where the convection parameterization produces a strong heating tendency at the archiving time step, while the tendencies could have been close to zero for all other internal model time steps of the same hour. Our method would then (falsely) consider the large tendencies to be valid for an entire hour and likely overestimate the effect on PV. The converse situation is also conceivable, where a model time step that is not an archiving time step exhibits strong tendencies, which cause a change to the PV field but are missed by the hourly trajectory and therefore not captured by the Lagrangian diagnostics. The use of model fields archived every 12 min would presumably lead to reduced trajectory position errors (ii), as well as to reduced errors due to (iii), resulting in a smaller residual.

For the most part, the residual is small and rather noisy (Fig. 3a), but tends to be large at the cold front and near the tropopause. It can reach a similar magnitude as the net PV change, consistent with the results of Saffin et al. (2016). However, our trajectory method does not allow us to quantify individual contributions of the error sources (i–iii).

To obtain robust results in attributing of PV features to specific nonconservative processes in spite of a partially large residual, we apply a simple measure to determine the reliability of the diagnostics at each grid point. The results are only analyzed where both diagnostics, ΔPV and APVtot, are consistent in the sense that they agree in sign and only have an amplitude error. Figure 3b shows APVtot where the two PV diagnostics agree in sign, while all other grid points where the two PV diagnostics are of opposite sign and have a minimum amplitude of 0.1 PVU are masked in yellow. At these grid points the diagnostics are regarded as inconsistent and the associated trajectories are excluded from all following analyses.

c. Process attribution

Figure 4 shows the contribution of the four parameterized processes introduced in section 2b to APVtot, that is, large-scale cloud (Fig. 4a), convection (Fig. 4b), turbulence (Fig. 4c), and radiation (Fig. 4d), using the same masking scheme for inconsistent grid points as in Fig. 3b. Note that the APV features described in this section are not exclusively relevant for this specific cross section but are fairly consistent throughout the entire system at this stage, as mentioned in sections 3 and 4a.

The first-order effect of diabatic heating is to produce positive PV tendencies below and negative tendencies above the level of maximum heating [cf. Eq. (1)]. As a consequence, an ascending WCB with midlevel latent heating from the large-scale cloud scheme generates positive PV tendencies at lower levels and experiences negative PV tendencies at upper levels (e.g., Wernli and
Davies 1997; Joos and Wernli 2012). Thus, mainly positive APV from cloud latent heating is found near the surface fronts (Fig. 4), but similar to Crezee et al. (2017) we observe complex frontal structures of APVls. The upper-level APVls exhibits patches of both negative and positive values.

The convection scheme also produces midlevel latent heating, so the effect is similar to that of the large-scale cloud scheme, but is additionally affected by the internal mixing scheme included in the convection parameterization. In addition to the frontal zones, the convective cold sector west of 20°W displays large positive APVconv in the lower troposphere and large negative values above, up to the tropopause. Convection is thus responsible for the tropospheric PV decrease beneath the trough (mentioned in section 4a) and also produces the negative APV below the PV streamer to the east. The IFS parameterization schemes are called sequentially and strong cancellations of APV between the schemes arise. For instance, in the upper troposphere between 25° and 5°W, APVls and APVconv compensate each other partially such that the budget yields negative APV (Fig. 3b). Hence, the combined effect of both schemes is to generate negative APV throughout the WCB outflow in the ridge and thereby enhance the negative PV anomaly on a time scale of 24 h.

The APV due to turbulent processes results from a sum of several tendencies (cf. section 2b). As expected, APVturb (Fig. 4c) is large in the boundary layer (mainly behind the cold front, where surface fluxes are large; cf. Vannière et al. 2016), but also throughout the troposphere in the cold sector, where it partially compensates APVconv. Turbulence strongly reduces PV at the cold front, while the warm front is mainly associated with positive APVturb. At upper levels, zones of vertical wind shear near the jet are important regions of clear-air turbulence and thus instantaneous PV modification by turbulent diffusion. In the tropopause region in the ridge where the tropopause is nearly horizontal, turbulence is the dominant process and responsible for producing the vertical tripole pattern in APV between roughly 250 and 150 hPa. In the vicinity of the upper-level front–jet system near 0°, it produces the positive PV anomaly on the cyclonic-shear side of the jet, whereas it is responsible for the PV reduction in the tropopause fold. The upper-level jet and tropopause region is conducive to the emission of gravity waves (e.g., Plougonven and Zhang 2014). The contribution of the parameterized...
nonorographic gravity wave drag to the upper-level APV\textsubscript{turb} is very small (not shown) and the strongly dominating contribution comes from the vertical diffusion scheme. However, resolved gravity waves may induce turbulence by locally enhancing wind shear and thus tendencies from the vertical diffusion scheme. A substantial role of resolved gravity waves for the generation of the spatially consistent upper-level APV\textsubscript{turb} patterns is unlikely, since gravity waves are spatially and temporally highly variable, transient phenomena and the Lagrangian integration of PV tendencies would presumably cancel their effects, especially because of short residence times of air parcels in the vicinity of gravity waves. However, relevant contributions of gravity waves emitted in the jet region cannot be ruled out entirely.

Radiative PV tendencies are usually dominated by longwave radiation (not shown). Longwave radiative cooling peaks where sharp moisture gradients are present, most importantly near the tropopause. There the moisture content rapidly decreases with height, which results in positive PV tendencies above (Forster and Wirth 2000; Ferreira et al. 2016). Cloud-top cooling exhibits localized maxima as well and clouds near the tropopause level can enhance the longwave cooling effect of water vapor (Cau et al. 2005). Shortwave heating partially offsets the effect of longwave cooling. APV\textsubscript{rad} is weakly positive at and just above the tropopause, mainly where the tropopause is low (Fig. 4d), and is enhanced in the streamer over Europe, where clouds reach up to the tropopause (not shown).

5. Discussion of selected upper-level PV features

In this section, four upper-level PV features and the nonconservative processes relevant for their evolution are investigated in more detail. The features include the positive PV anomaly on the cyclonic-shear side of the upper-level front–jet system at the downstream flank of the ridge (section 5a), STE in the accompanying tropopause fold (section 5b), the APV tripole pattern in the ridge where the tropopause is nearly horizontal (section 5c), and the APV pattern across the tropopause in the upstream and downstream troughs (section 5d).

a. Upper-level frontal zone–jet stream system

The region of the upper-level frontal zone at the jet streak is marked as region 1 in Fig. 3b. In the cyclonic-shear zone on the stratospheric side of the front–jet system near $0^\circ$, a narrow, mesoscale positive PV anomaly with values of up to 10 PVU is present (dark green shading in Fig. 2a), which does not exist in the advective PV field (Fig. 2b). The dominant process in creating this anomaly is turbulence (Figs. 4c, 2c, and 3b), with values of APV\textsubscript{turb} of up to 2 PVU in 24 h. On the tropospheric side farther west, where the WCB outflow is located, APV is predominantly negative (up to $\approx$ 2 PVU), mainly because of large-scale clouds and convection. APV therefore exhibits a pattern of a horizontal dipole across the tropopause and jet axis.

To estimate the time scale on which the PV modifications occur, the median evolution of several variables along the backward trajectories starting from region 1 (Fig. 3b) are displayed in Figs. 5a and 5b, separately for those with $\Delta$PV $\geq$ 0.1 PVU (Fig. 5a) and those with $\Delta$PV $\leq$ 0.1 PVU (Fig. 5b). Recall that because of our trajectory selection (cf. section 4b) APV has the same sign as $\Delta$PV. For the positive APV trajectories (Fig. 5a), a consistent strong increase of median $\Delta$PV leads to a value of 1.2 PVU after 24 h. The strongest increase of $\Delta$PV occurs in the last 6 h, when also the median instantaneous PV tendency (gray dotted line, right axis) is considerably positive, indicating a rather short time scale of PV modification of less than 6 h. Total APV (black solid line) is mainly driven by turbulence (blue), additionally with a weak positive but steady contribution from radiation (orange). Total APV has a lower amplitude than $\Delta$PV, implying a positive residual that enhances the effect of parameterized turbulence. For the negative APV trajectories (Fig. 5b), total APV reaches values of up to $\approx$0.8 PVU at $t_0$. It decreases between $t_0 - 15$ h and $t_0 - 6$ h, and stays approximately constant afterward, with large-scale cloud latent heating (green) and convection (red) being the dominant processes. The instantaneous PV rate is negative in this interval, concurrent with a midlevel ascent phase typical of WCBs (cf. Madonna et al. 2014; increasing potential temperature and decreasing pressure; see Fig. 5d) above the level of maximum latent heating (not shown), followed by quasi-horizontal advection (Fig. 5d) of the acquired APV toward the jet. Note that while most negative APV air parcels in region 1 ascend as part of the WCB, some travel above the WCB near the tropopause (not shown).

The configuration with a mesoscale positive PV anomaly on the cyclonic-shear side of the jet in region 1 (Fig. 3c) is similar to the front–jet systems described by Shapiro (1976, 1978). Shapiro (1976) suggested a diabatic generation mechanism for this anomaly, resulting from turbulent heat flux, based on observational data. To explain the mechanism, we consider the instantaneous PV modification that acts on the air parcels. Figure 5c therefore shows the average environment in which the air parcels with positive APV in region 1 (same as in Fig. 5a) experience the maximum PV increase along their trajectory, which occurs on average at $t_0 - 3$ h. It is constructed as a composite of cross sections.
perpendicular to the direction of motion, where the air parcel moves into the drawing plane. The color shading indicates the instantaneous turbulent PV tendency $PVR_{\text{turb}}$. According to the concept of Shapiro (1976, see their Figs. 17 and 18), the downward turbulent heat flux is maximized in the areas of strong vertical wind shear (and therefore clear-air turbulence) above and below the jet core, which results in a pattern of potential temperature tendencies as also found in Fig. 5c (thin solid yellow and green contours). On the cyclonic-shear side of the jet, the gradient of these tendencies is directed upward and thus, together with the strong cyclonic shear, generates a positive instantaneous PV tendency. In our case, the average position of the air parcels while experiencing strong PV increase is exactly there (white cross in Fig. 5c). Air parcels traveling in such a flow configuration for several hours accumulate a considerable amount of PV. Note that the air parcels have approximately the same jet-relative position when they experience their PV increase (Fig. 5c) as at $t_0$, when they arrive in the positive APV area in region 1 (Fig. 3b), because of the short time scale on which the APV is generated. In Fig. 5a, $APV_{\text{turb}}$ is further split into contributions from the turbulent momentum and temperature tendency, respectively, which reveals that the positive APV is, in line with the mechanism explained above, caused by turbulent temperature tendencies, while the APV from turbulent momentum tendencies is one
order of magnitude smaller and slightly negative. Shapiro (1976) estimated the effect of turbulent mixing of momentum to be two orders of magnitude smaller than that of turbulent mixing of heat, roughly in agreement with our findings. Altogether, our results presented in Figs. 5a and 5c confirm that the positive PV anomaly in region 1 (Fig. 3) in our case study was created by the mechanism proposed by Shapiro (1976). While many studies have determined the dry dynamical mechanisms in the development of upper-level frontal zones (e.g., Lang and Martin 2012), these results suggest that diabatic processes are nonnegligible as well. In model sensitivity experiments, Gidel and Shapiro (1979) and Hartjenstein (2000) also found supportive evidence of turbulent mixing causing positive PV anomalies on the cyclonic-shear side of a jet.

Since the maximum of the positive APV is located on the stratospheric side of the front, it tends to enhance the contrast of PV across the 2-PVU surface, with the negative APV from the WCB on the tropospheric side amplifying the effect. Directly at the tropopause the diagnostics are however inconsistent (according to section 4b; see Fig. 3b). The impact of the positive APV on the isentropic PV gradient, and thus the waveguide, is more complex. The band of strong isentropic PV gradients has a typical horizontal width of about 100 km, and so has the positive APV region. Thus, it depends on the exact location of the positive PV anomaly relative to the band whether the PV gradient within the band is diabatically increased or decreased. We leave the impact on the waveguide for future investigation, since the purpose of the present study is to explore the processes and underlying mechanisms altering the PV structure in different regions of the tropopause. This strong diabatic PV modification near the waveguide, associated with an intense jet and a folded tropopause, indicates that errors in the parameterizations of turbulence, large-scale cloud and convection and the related direct PV modification potentially play a role for the too-weak isentropic PV gradients in ridges identified in model forecasts by Gray et al. (2014; see also section 1).

b. Tropopause fold and STE

The lower part of the tropopause fold associated with the upper-level frontal zone at the downstream flank of the ridge is indicated as region 2 in Fig. 3b. Parts of it have been eroded by nonconservative processes within 24 h such that the PV filament that reaches down to 700 hPa beneath the jet core is locally detached from the stratosphere. The lowermost edge of the filament has been eroded as well, and the remaining PV anomaly is substantially weaker than it would be under conservative conditions (Fig. 2). From the differing positions of the actual tropopause and the advective PV tropopause (e.g., Fig. 2c), it is apparent that STE has occurred in region 2. The accumulated PV decrease is strongly determined by negative turbulent APV (Fig. 4c).

We evaluate the temporal evolution of the 24-h backward trajectories, starting from region 2, of initially stratospheric air (i.e., with $\nabla \text{PV}_{\text{adv}} \geq 2$ PVU). The trajectories experience a quasi-isentropic descent from the stratospheric reservoir to form the tropopause fold (Fig. 6c). PV decreases steadily, with turbulence being the dominant process from $t_0 - 12$ h onward and radiation adding a minor increase to APV (Fig. 6a). The residual is negative, suggesting that PV nonconservation by the dynamical core and horizontal diffusion might contribute to the decay of the PV anomaly of the tropopause fold. After 24 h, PV within the tropopause fold has decreased by more than 1 PVU on average. Forward trajectories starting from $t_0$ to $t_0 + 24$ h show a further decrease of PV, such that all air parcels become tropospheric at the end of the evolution (Fig. 6b). Note that this does not mean that the entire tropopause fold will be eroded at that time, but all air parcels located in the fold at $t_0$ cross the tropopause. The instantaneous PV rate (gray dotted line in Fig. 6a) indicates that the strongest PV decrease occurs on a time scale of approximately 18 h.

The turbulent decay of tropopause folds is often discussed as a classical scenario of STE (e.g., Sprenger et al. 2003), especially since folds are regions of strong vertical wind shear and therefore clear-air turbulence. Shapiro (1980) presented observational evidence of turbulent mixing being a relevant mechanism of STE in tropopause folds. Hartjenstein (2000) showed vertical diffusion to be effective in causing the decay of a tropopause fold and associated STE in an idealized model setup; the diffusive PV tendencies in their study exhibit a similar pattern as in our case. Lamarque and Hess (1994) and Gray (2006), on the other hand, identified turbulent mixing as a process contributing to STE in tropopause folds using operational NWP models. However, cloud-diabatic and radiative temperature tendencies were of similar to higher relevance in their respective case studies. Our detailed investigation reveals that parameterized turbulence alone can lead to considerable cross-tropopause mass flux and the decay of a tropopause fold in an operational NWP model.

c. Tropopause region within the ridge

As mentioned in section 4, in the region of the ridge the net PV change and APV exhibit the structure of a vertical tripole, dominantly produced by turbulence (Fig. 4c), with weakly positive values beneath the advective tropopause, negative values right above the
advective tropopause, and again positive values about 50 hPa above the tropopause. Region 3 encompasses this tripole. It is remarkable that even regions farther away from the strong vertical shear zones near the jet core are affected by turbulent PV modification. In the eastern part, a slight shift between the advective and the actual tropopause indicates that PV erosion (negative APV) resulted in STE.

Figures 7a–c show the temporal evolution of backward trajectories originating from the eastern part of the ridge (region 3a in Fig. 3b). The trajectories are split into three sets, starting from the regions with positive APV in the stratosphere (Fig. 7a), negative APV (Fig. 7b), and positive APV in the troposphere (Fig. 7c). Total APV follows the turbulent APV closely in all three trajectory sets. Radiation has a very small negative contribution to the upper positive APV and a minor positive contribution to the lower positive APV in the considered 24-h period. Since region 3a is rather large and characterized by wind shear, the trajectories do not constitute a coherent airstream and experience their PV change at a wide range of different times. Most air parcels experience their maximum PV increase or decrease between 6 and 18 h prior to \( t_0 \), near the southwesterly jet at the upstream flank of the ridge or the westerly jet near the axis of the ridge. Figure 7d indicates the position of the backward trajectories at \( t_0 - 12 \) h, colored according to the instantaneous turbulent PV tendency they are experiencing at that time, illustrating that considerable PV modification already occurs upstream. The amplitude of the instantaneous turbulent PV tendencies averaged between 320 and 360 K (gray shading) indicates that turbulent PV modification occurs in a banded region above the jet stream.

The typical environment where the air parcels from region 3a experience strong turbulent PV modification is shown in a composite cross section at the time of maximum PV change in Fig. 7e (constructed in the same way as Fig. 5c). The average position of the trajectories at the time of PV modification is indicated for each set of trajectories by a cross. The vertical tripole pattern of the instantaneous turbulent PV tendency above the level of maximum wind resembles the APV pattern observed in region 3. This indicates that the air experiences turbulent PV modification in zone of vertical wind shear above the jet. After leaving the shear zone, the air is advected across the ridge, where the influence of turbulence is weaker, and the vertical tripole pattern of the instantaneous PV tendency is approximately retained in APV, albeit with the strongest amplitudes near the shear zones. Note that the potential contribution of gravity waves emitted at the jet to the turbulent PV tendencies in this region cannot be determined by our method; it is however assumed to be most likely negligible (cf. section 4c).

The pattern of \( \text{APV}_{\text{turb}} \) around and above the tropopause in region 3 roughly agrees with findings by Saffin et al. (2017) in their systematic analysis of direct PV modification in the Met Office Unified Model. They observed negative accumulated PV from turbulent mixing with a minimum just below the tropopause and positive accumulated turbulent PV about 1 km above the tropopause, producing a dipole (see their Figs. 2c and 7c).

Since the emerging regions of net PV change due to turbulence take a rather broad and shallow shape, it is likely that they are primarily associated with static stability anomalies. Thus, they possibly have an impact on the strength and the position of the tropopause inversion...
layer (TIL; Birner et al. 2002). Assessing their effect on the TIL is not obvious as it depends on the position of the TIL relative to the identified APV pattern. It can result in a strengthening, weakening, or shift of the TIL. Kunkel et al. (2016), for instance, found that parameterized turbulence decreases the strength of the TIL in an idealized baroclinic channel model.

d. Tropopause at low elevations

Vertical dipoles of net PV change and APV across the tropopause are present where the tropopause is low in the upstream trough (region 4a in Fig. 3b) and on the eastern flank of the downstream PV streamer (region 4b in Fig. 3b). Positive APV above the tropopause is more pronounced and broader in region 4b, while negative APV in the upper troposphere is stronger in region 4a. Unfortunately, our diagnostics are not consistent in a narrow region around the tropopause at the node of the dipole (Fig. 3b) in both regions. The negative APV in the troposphere is dominated by convection with some contributions from the other three processes (Fig. 4). Longwave radiation produces consistent positive APV above the tropopause and dominates the positive pole.

Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution of several variables along backward trajectories starting from region 4a in the troposphere (Fig. 8a) and the stratosphere (Fig. 8b), respectively. Additionally, the temporal evolution of mean vertical profiles along the trajectories
is shown in Figs. 8c and 8d. Convection contributes to positive APV in the stratosphere within the last 3 h of the evolution, while the PV increase due to radiation is steadily positive over the period (Fig. 8a). The stratospheric trajectories (Figs. 8a and 8c) travel right above the tropopause, constantly experiencing positive radiative PV tendencies, which are increased above clouds reaching up to the tropopause (blue contours in Fig. 8c). The tropospheric trajectories (Figs. 8b and 8d) are advected over strong convective heating in low- and mid-level clouds and, at around $t_0 - 6$ h, they start rapidly losing PV. Part of the tropospheric trajectories ascend in and above this cold sector convection; another part is advected horizontally near the tropopause, and the initially stratospheric part of the trajectory ensemble descends across the tropopause. A localized positive convective PV tendency (PVR$_{conv}$) is found above the tropopause because of overshooting convection (Fig. 8d), which causes the rapid increase of convective APV in the stratospheric set of trajectories within the last 3 h (Fig. 8a). Note that the positive convective PVR in the stratosphere is qualitatively also found in the vertical profiles of the stratospheric trajectories, but not shown in Fig. 8c. Since both sets of trajectories are more or less vertically aligned in the last few hours before $t_0$, the vertical profile of the convective PV rate in Fig. 8d is representative of both sets during that time.

Backward trajectories from region 4b behave similar to those from region 4a, with a more pronounced contribution from radiation to the stratospheric positive
APV (since there is more cloud water content near the tropopause in that region). The convective PV tendencies in the troposphere occur earlier and at lower levels along the trajectories, which afterward ascend isentropically to the tropopause, transporting the negative APV signal there (not shown).

The diabatically generated APV dipole across the tropopause in our case study is similar to what Chagnon et al. (2013) and Chagnon and Gray (2015) found in simulations with the Met Office Unified Model, and agrees with the systematic finding of Saffin et al. (2017) that parameterized physical processes sharpen the tropopause in troughs. As discussed by Chagnon et al. (2013), the vertical APV dipole acts to enhance the PV anomalies of an upper-level wave and therefore may support westward wave propagation as well as moist baroclinic growth of a low-level wave. The vertical profiles of moisture and clouds are highly variable, strongly influence the dipole characteristics (this is one reason why it is more pronounced in troughs than in ridges; see also Forster and Wirth 2000; Chagnon and Gray 2015), and can lead to substantial case-to-case variability of the relative role of physical processes for the generation of the dipole. Dyroff et al. (2015) found a systematically too-weak moisture gradient across the tropopause in ECMWF forecasts and analyses compared to observations, possibly related to misrepresentation of such APV dipoles in the model.

6. Summary and conclusions

A Lagrangian reverse domain filling method, following the approach introduced by Crezee et al. (2017), was employed to investigate upper-level nonconservative PV modification and to attribute it to specific parameterized subgrid processes in the ECMWF model. In a case study of a wintertime extratropical cyclone, the nonconservative effects on several selected upper-level PV features that typically emerge in baroclinic wave life cycles were analyzed in detail. In agreement with previous studies using a complementary technique (Chagnon et al. 2013; Saffin et al. 2017), PV in the tropopause region was found to be strongly affected by nonconservative processes, accumulated along the flow during the previous 24 h, with net Lagrangian PV changes of up to 3 PVU.

The specific main findings from the Lagrangian PV modification diagnostic applied to four selected near-tropopause features, which were identified in a single vertical cross section, can be summarized as follows:

(i) Turbulence produced a mesoscale positive PV anomaly on the stratospheric side of a 70 m s\(^{-1}\) jet streak in an upper-level front–jet system, while large-scale cloud and convective processes enhanced the negative PV anomaly on the tropospheric side.
(ii) A deep tropopause fold extending from 400 to 700 hPa associated with the frontal system experienced substantial turbulent decay within 24 h.
(iii) The net nonconservative PV change in an upper-level ridge exhibited a vertical tripole pattern, caused by turbulence mainly in the intense upstream jet.
(iv) In troughs, PV modification led to a vertical dipole of predominantly positive net PV change above the tropopause mainly because of radiation and negative PV change below mainly because of convection.

These findings are relevant, first, for understanding the PV structure in upper-level fronts, as they confirm the observation-based paradigm of turbulent generation of PV anomalies on the cyclonic-shear sides of jets (Shapiro 1976). The same results also imply a possible effect of parameterized turbulence on the waveguide and forecast uncertainties of isentropic PV gradients (Gray et al. 2014). Second, the results illustrate the key role of turbulence for the erosion of tropopause folds and associated efficient stratosphere–troposphere exchange of air. Third, our study indicates that turbulence might be essential for the formation and modification of the tropopause inversion layer in upper-level ridges. While turbulence typically acts on short time scales and locally in shear zones near the upper-level jet, the signal of accumulated PV modification can be transported away from turbulent regions and affect areas that are not characterized by strong turbulence. This reveals that nonconservative processes that occur near jet systems, typically characterized by a vertical tropopause, can also affect the PV structure of regions with a mainly horizontally oriented tropopause.

Our results thus suggest that turbulence in synoptic conditions exhibiting a strong jet, as for instance associated with baroclinic development, is a key process for the modification of PV in several regions of the tropopause. Radiative PV modification is also observed near the tropopause, but is in contrast to turbulence a slow process acting weakly but homogeneously on large areas. Therefore, it has the potential to yield dominating contributions to the PV budget in domain averages [as, e.g., found by Saffin et al. (2017)], especially when considering longer time scales. Since radiative cooling is driven by moisture gradients and clouds, it is more pronounced in low-tropopause regions, for example, in deep troughs and the PV streamers, where it, in conjunction with the convection scheme, can generate vertical PV modification dipoles, which can in turn influence Rossby wave propagation (Chagnon et al. 2013). Convection and large-scale cloud diabatic
processes additionally enhance the upper-tropospheric negative PV anomaly within the ridge and were also found to potentially impact the PV structure of the upper-level front, as the accumulated diabatic PV signal is transported close to the jet by a WCB.

Since all NWP models rely on different physical parameterizations, it is insightful to examine the direct effects of subgrid processes on PV in each model individually. Our ECMWF model study is in line with several investigations based on the PV tracer technique in the Met Office Unified Model, in particular the observation of the vertical dipole in troughs (Chagnon and Gray 2015), the role of the WCB in producing PV anomalies (Chagnon et al. 2013), and the vertical structure of accumulated turbulent PV near the tropopause in ridges (Saffin et al. 2017). Our trajectory-based approach additionally allows for detailed process studies, as the trajectories provide information on when, where and under which specific conditions PV modification occurs. The same method can also be applied to examine low-level PV features in weather systems, including a detailed attribution of the formation of PV anomalies in cyclones and along fronts to individual cloud-microphysical processes. Our results are only based on a single cross section in one extratropical cyclone. A systematic investigation of the features and processes described in this study is crucial to more robustly quantify the effects of nonconservative processes on PV in the IFS model and will be subject to future research. Additionally, IFS sensitivity experiments and ensemble forecasts of one or more case studies would provide further insight into the role of nonconservative processes on the circulation.
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